Abstract -The ultimate motivation of this work is to increase the accuracy of SPECT reconstructions by accounting for the types of patient motions that happen during acquisitions. Assessing the effectiveness of these motion correction algorithms on real patient motions is difficult, since there are currently no numerical anthropomorphic phantoms that accurately simulate nonperiodic deformations such as bending or twisting. We address this problem by providing a way to generate anthropomorphic numerical phantoms of volunteers in different poses, which can be used to simulate imaging procedures in which the patient moves, as well as to assess the accuracy of motion correction algorithms 1 .
I. INTRODUCTION
In this work, we developed a semi-automated segmentation approach for extracting the heart, lungs, ribs, spine, and the rest of the body (as one structure). In Section II, we describe the motion correction testing approach that motivates this work. Section III goes over some existing phantom generation and motion simulation literature. Section IV briefly describes the engineering hurdles that had to be overcome to make interactive ITK programs.
Section V explains the segmentation approach in detail. Section VI describes the segmentation results we were able to achieve with this approach, with a figure of two segmented volumes at the end of the manuscript. Section VII provides our conclusions and discusses the next steps in this work.
II. MOTIVATION
Patient motion during SPECT imaging can severely degrade the quality of the reconstruction and the resulting diagnoses [1] . Motion correction algorithms have been and continue to be developed to try to address this issue [2] [3] . As of now, however, there does not exist a direct, quantitative way to assess the accuracy of these reconstructions, since existing numerical phantoms cannot perform the types of deformations a human can when he or she bends or twists, while acquisitions of real moving patients do not provide the ground truth needed for this type of assessment.
We propose to solve this problem by developing anthropomorphic phantoms of the same volunteer in different poses from fast, high resolution MRI scans of the volunteer. By projecting from phantoms corresponding to different poses at different times during the simulated acquisition, we can simulate the patient shifting from one pose to another during the course of the acquisition, as is common in modalities like SPECT [1] . The motion correction algorithm can then be fed the simulated projection data 2 and the reconstruction can be compared directly to the set of phantoms used to generate it.
III. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
A number of anthropomorphic numerical phantoms have been developed from human data in the past. Most of these were made from high resolution MRI or CT scans of a cadaver in one configuration. The organ regions were identified either by manually drawing contours on each slice corresponding to the borders of different organs [4] or semi-automatically using thresholding and morphology [5] [6] .
These works resulted in highly detailed and accurate models at the expense of weeks of work [4] . The time required to perform such segmentations makes these approaches prohibitive if multiple volumes need to be segmented.
The NCAT phantom is another realistic phantom generated from the Visible Human Project that simulates breathing and heart beating [7] . Rather than using voxels, organs in this phantom are represented using Non-Uniform Rational BSplines (NURBS). This mathematical representation makes the process of modifying the shape of different structures and simulating motion using spatial transformation straightforward.
In fact, one preliminary way to test the effectiveness of a motion correction algorithm is to generate a set of phantoms by deforming the NCAT phantom and then simulating 2 Motion correction algorithms frequently capture additional data that they can use to estimate the patient's motion. Such data can be acquired while each stationary pose and fed into the reconstruction algorithm at test time.
acquisitions for these different volumes at during the acquisition [2] [3] . Unfo deformations tend to be either very simple, su or affine, or specifically tailored to the def used in the motion correction procedure itself. for demonstrating the type of corrections should be able to account for. They do not much light on how well the algorithms w patient motion and organ deformations.
IV. INTERACTIVE IMAGE PROCESSING P
The segmentation approach that we devel different image processing algorithms. We into Segmentation and Registration Toolkit open source C++ image processing library tha number of the latest image processing algorith used the Visualization Toolkit [9] , an open so implements many visualization techniques, results of the different steps in the segme Finally, we used wxWidgets, an open source Interface library [10] , to implement the variou widgets used to specify parameter values processing algorithms, with the familiar slide being the most frequently used. In writing some preliminary image proces using these libraries, we identified a numbe were important for writing proper C++ pro were too low level for someone developing i application to worry about 3 . As a result, w own high level programming language 3 These included the overhead incurred in order to the output of every ITK filter in VTK, saving and values, being able to save the output of each IT specific mechanism by which the values from the s actually got to the ITK filters.
t different times ortunately, these uch as rigid body formation model f. These are good the algorithms t, however, shed will do with real PROGRAMS loped uses many used the Insight for this task, an at provides a vast hms [8] . We also ource library that to display the entation process. e Graphical User us types of input s to the image ers and textboxes nted using ITK, VTK, sing applications er of issues that ograms, but that image processing we developed our that succinctly o be able to display loading parameter TK filter, and the sliders or textboxes expressed the ideas that are impor image processing application. This enough that all the low level det directly from the high level progr develop these applications more qu we continued to program directly in C V. SEGMENTATION A We segment the body based on th of interest. In these images, the blo the air in the lungs is black, and mu the dark region contained between tissue. This leads to the "threshold extracting the organs.
After the image is denoised using sets of connected components thresholding. These represent the in the organs of interest. They are su morphology and active contours.
Morphological dilation thickens a cuts away at it from the borders. boundary by applying three forces o iterations [12] . The balloon force e outward when it is positive, or shr negative. The advection slows the around image edges, and the curvat out the boundary.
A. Body
We extract the body region using thresholding and connected components. The threshold is chosen such that it includes as much as possible of the gray soft tissue in the image, but high enough that the noise in the background does not significantly distort the body contour. The largest connected component is extracted and used to represent the heart and ribs will be extracted from rtant when developing an language was expressive tails could be generated rams. It allowed us to uickly and reliably than if C++. APPROACH he properties of the organs ood in the heart is bright, uscle is gray. The ribs are n the lungs and the soft d and refine" approach for anisotropic diffusion [11] , are extracted using itial, rough boundaries for ubsequently refined using a boundary while erosion Active contours refine a over a specified number of ither pushes the boundary inks it inward when it is e boundary's propagation ture force acts to smooth body. In later steps, the this region as well. 
Lung
The lung is the black region inside the body. Frequently, this region is connected to the dark region outside of the body due to the dark air in the stomach, the MRI's restricted field of view, and noise present in the image. We close these gaps in the body by dilating it with a structuring element whose radius is selected to be just large enough to close the gaps. T effect of eroding the dark region in corresponding to blow that region active contours propagation f advection and are chosen s boundary doesn into the ribs, bu the sharp corn diaphragm and n
C. Ribs and Spine
The ribs are the dark regions in the body just outside of the lungs. We obtain an initial region for the ribs by extracting the dark region between the lungs and the body within a user specified number of pixels of the lung's border. A different version of the body is used in this c at a higher value in order to expose more of th This initial region is refined using active co out the boundaries. The final ribs are extrac remaining connected components by specifyin largest size for the ribs and then manually re features that fall within that range.
Parts of the spine are extracted using the relying solely on the proximity to the lungs a of the bones. This also has the nside the body o the lungs. We n back up using with a positive force.
The curvature forces such that the 't leak too much ut still gets into ners above the near the heart. case, thresholded he dark ribs. ontours to smooth cted from all the ng a smallest and emoving spurious same approach, and the darkness D.
Heart The blood inside the heart is bright tissue around it. This allows us to use separate the blood from the rest of t that region and mask the original in tissue around the blood. This allow be used, which captures more of th The largest component is extracted, rough, so we smooth it out using acti VI. RESULT We tested our segmentation appro earlier study aimed at assessing the on the location of the heart [13] . Vo and two cardiac triggered MRI acqu after another. This assured that th location in the cardiac cycle in each was the same in both poses. The M part of the thorax containing the h made up of 20 saggital slices, each 4 between slices. Each slices image 1.367mm2 pixels.
The segmentation results are pro manuscript. Each segmentation took
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND
We have demonstrated the first phantom generation process from volunteers. Having a fast and accur is going to be essential for gen segmentations that will be necessa and testing.
We can increase the accuracy and to segment the volumes by us segmentation and image processing t database of previously preformed se and look for them in the most prob vein, we can explicitly look for spe volumes, since, for example, we kno ribs in the body that attach to locations. This would really help for are missed in most of the demons would also complete the spine segmentation we partially accomplish in this work.
We also did not extract other structures present in thorax, such as the scapula, sternum, and collar bone. There also seems to be enough contrast between the blood and the muscles in the heart in these images to extract the heart walls. Some of these structures can be extracted using the threshold and refine approach used in this work, while others will require a more sophisticated approach.
ITK already provides implementations of the algorithms necessary to achieve these improvements. Using the high level programming language developed as part of this work, developing these more sophisticated segmentation applications should be straight forward.
